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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. The Modem Theory of Survey Sampling 
In survey sampling, inference on population characteristics is based 
on the information contained in the sample. The method of survey sam­
pling is recognized as an organized system of fact-finding, and is 
being increasingly used in many fields of study. The most extensive 
users of this method are the governments of both developed and developing 
countries. As an example, the annual number of births, deaths and mar­
riages, and the number migrating from rural to urban areas and vice versa, 
are some items of interest to a government interested in keeping track 
of the population. In the field of fisheries, information is needed on 
the quantity of fish harvested, its distribution by species, and the fish­
ing effort involved. In market research, information is collected on 
the size of radio and television audiences, readership of newspapers 
and magazines, the reaction of consumers to new products being manu­
factured, and the reasons for preference of one product over another. In 
the social sciences, a large amount of data is collected on variables 
such as people's behavior, feelings and motivations. 
The modern theory of survey sampling is highly advanced. Several 
methods of sample selection are now available — methods such as simple 
random sampling, systematic sampling and sampling with unequal probabil­
ities with and without replacement. Considerable use is made of the 
auxiliary information available on the population to be studied. This 
is done through stratification, ratio estimation and regression estima-
2 
tion. Cluster sampling, multistage sampling and double sampling enable 
us to madie effective use of all relevant information available. An 
important feature of the sampling method is that a probability sample 
provides both an estimate of the parameter and a measure of its precision 
calculable from the sample itself. But all these mathematical advances 
have been made subject to the provision that there are no measurement 
errors at the stage of data collection. This means that when an ob­
servation is made on a unit for the character y (say, age of the person), 
the true value of y (exact age in this case) is always obtained. The 
assumption of no measurement error is usually violated since actual 
survey experience shows that all stages of a sample survey are potential 
sources of error. The following section will discuss some of the impor­
tant sources of error in sample surveys. 
1.2. Response Errors in Surveys 
Some of the important sources of error in surveys are: 
(i) In the first place, the questionnaire used in the survey 
may be defective. The question asked may be incorrect. For 
example, the question, "What was your income last year?" may 
refer to family income or the respondent's income. The 
question, in this case, is not precisely worded. 
(ii) The question asked may be correct, but it is asked to the 
wrong person (respondent). For example, in a consumer 
expenditure survey it is required to determine the amount 
of money spent by a member of the household (say, the son 
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studying at a college) on foods consumed by him away frœn 
home during the previous month. If the son is not available 
for an interview and information is collected from his 
mother (who is available at home when the interviewer has 
called), the response obtained is likely to be in error 
since the mother may not know the answer and will make an 
appropriate estimate of the amount involved, 
(iii) Although the question is asked to the proper respondent, the 
respondent may not have the desired information. Many 
families in African countries do not record a birth in the 
family, and no birth certificate is taken as the birth is 
not registered. In this case, the age recorded in the 
survey for a person selected in the sample could only be an 
approximation, as the respondent does not possess the in­
formation needed. Quite often, a calendar of events is 
used in this case to place the person in some age group. 
For a detailed discussion, see Brass, et al, (1968, p, 88). 
(iv) The respondent may be able to produce the information needed 
with some effort on his part, but there is no motivation on 
the part of the respondent to make this effort. For example, 
a person may be requested to maintain an itemized diary of 
all expenses incurred by him during a period of one month. 
If he has the will to do it, he can produce an accurate 
diary of all items purchased on a daily basis. But if he is 
not interested in the matter, he may put down a few items in 
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a careless maimer and this will lead to serious response 
errors. 
(v) Even if the respondent has the will to cooperate in the 
survey, the response obtained may not be accurate. The fact 
that the respondent is being asked to maintain a record of 
his expenditures may bring about a change in his buying 
habits for the period of the survey. He might stop buying 
unnecessary articles for a while, or buy much more than he 
normally does. This happens unconsciously on his part, and 
he is not aware of it. This is em example of "conditioning" 
in surveys (Raj, 1968). 
(vi) The respondent may deliberately misrepresent facts. For 
fear of taxation, a person may not give his total income 
correctly. The person is not sure that the information col­
lected will be kept strictly confidential. As a matter of 
prestige, a respondent may overstate his household expenditure 
to show that he belongs to a high stratum of society. This 
brings about response errors. 
(vii) Because of the passage of time, and consequent loss of memory, 
a person may not be able to place an event properly in time. 
When asked about the number of children ever bom to a woman, 
she may fail to report the birth of a baby that took place 
many years back and the baby died soon after birth (Brass, 
et al., 1968, p. 64). If information is collected on the 
expenditure incurred during the last week, the respondent 
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may unduly include in this week some expenditure that actually 
took place a day or two prior to the beginning of the week. 
This phenomenon is called "telescoping of events" (Raj, 1968). 
(viii) If information is collected through cin interviewer, the 
interviewer may bring in his or her own ideas in asking 
questions and recording the response. In an employment 
survey, an interviewer may not ask women whether they work 
for a living and may record them as not working. The reason 
is that the interviewer feels that the right place for a 
women is in the home where she should do housework. The 
responses obtained through such an interviewer will be 
greatly in error. 
(ix) The interviewer may ask the question correctly, but may make 
an error in recording the response. If the reported age 
is 25, the recorded age may be 35 because of an error in 
recording. During processing of the data, this item may be 
punched as 85 as an error on the part of the punch operator 
in deciphering this figure. 
The above discussion shows that many different kinds of errors of 
response creep into the data when information is collected in a sample 
survey (or complete census). The modem theory of survey sampling is 
adequate if we assume that accurate measurements are obtained from the 
units selected in the sample. Rarely, if ever, do we obtain data which 
is free from error. Hence, there is a need for more research by which 
response errors can be reduced, measured, and properly taken care of in 
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the analysis of data. 
1.3. Mathematical-Statistical Models for Response Errors 
The examples in Section 1.2 suggest that a variety of mathematical-
statistical models may be needed to describe adequately the types of 
response errors relevant to the situation at hand. In order to cope with 
different situations, a number of terms may have to be introduced in the 
model. But this will make the analysis more intricate and cumbersome. 
It is, therefore, advisable to use the simplest type of mathematical-
statistical model that will reasonably describe the facts observed. Let 
y^^ represent the observed value of the y-characteristic of (the 
unit in the population) at the t^^ trial, and the true value of 
characteristic y for U^. It is assumed that the observation made on a 
unit is a random variable following a certain distribution. This dis­
tribution is determined by the essential conditions of the survey under 
which the measurements are made. We shall keep these conditions fixed. 
It is now convenient to write 
y^t (1.3.1.) 
where is the deviation of the observation on the character y (made at 
the t^^ trial) from the true value of y for the unit U^. The simplest 
model is one in which 
E(ej^|j) = 0 (1.3.2.) 
CovCe.^ ,  Gj^.) = 0 
7 
CovCe^^, ey.^lj, j") = 0 
In this case, the average of the deviations (of the responses from 
the true value of y on the unit) is zero and the variability of the 
2 
responses is CJ , which is the same for all units. When the same unit is 
observed on two different times t and t*, the responses or response 
deviations are uncorrelated. Also, the responses obtained on two dif­
ferent units are uncorrelated. This model is likely to hold when a 
sample of persons living in different areas of a country are asked to 
answer a set of simple questions (unaided by the interviewer) in which 
there is no intention on the part of respondents to understate or over­
state the facts involved. In case it is considered more difficult to 
elicit information from certain segments of the population, for example, 
2 
the rural people as compared with the urban people, d^ for a segment may 
be different from that in other segments. In this situation, a more 
appropriate model is 
E(ej^|j) = 0 (1.3.3.) 
Cov(e.t, Gjt.) = 0 
vCSj^lj) = cr j 
Cov(e.^, e.,^1 j, j') = 0 
There are certain situations in which models (1.3.2.) or (1.3,3.) will 
not apply as such. For example, experience shows that when women aged 
25 are asked to give their age, the average of the responses is lower 
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than 25, say 22. There is a tendency on the part of the young women to 
understate their age with the result that ECe^^jj) = pi. <0. Similarly, 
when a group of old people, say aged 70, are asked about their age, the 
average of the responses is found to be higher than 70 and consequently 
> 0. In such situations, the appropriate change to matke 
in the model is to write 
yjt = + ®jt (1.3.4.) 
ECej^lj) = 0 
Sometimes, it is not possible to isolate |ij from Y^. This is true when 
no satisfactory method of determining the true value exists. In that 
case, we may write + |j,j = Y'^ and the model becomes 
y = Y' . + e.. (1.3.5.) 
Jt J jt 
E(ej^|j) = 0. 
What covariances to assume for the response deviations e will depend 
on the situation under consideration. It is sometimes found that the 
responses obtained on the same unit, by two different enumerators, are 
correlated. For example, a young girl may understate her age when asked 
by an enumerator, and repeat the same figure to the other enumerator. 
Or, the two enumerators may record a woman as "not working for a living" 
simple because both feel that women are not supposed to go out for work. 
In such cases, e. and e. , are correlated. Experienced samplers have 
Jt Jt 
found that there are correlations within interviewer assignments, in 
which case e. and e. are correlated. As stated before, the introduc-
Jt J t 
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tion of several correlation terms into the model canplicates the sub­
sequent analysis. 
1.4. Scope of the Thesis 
We shall consider a mathematical-statistical model that includes the 
bias term and assumes that errors are correlated. The model is of the 
form: 
ECSj^lj) = 0 
V(e.^|j) = dj 
CovCe^^, j') = P dj cfj. 
This model is referred to as the simple correlation model. We will 
2 2 discuss particular cases of this model when = 0, = d ,or 
Cov(ej^, I j, j') =0. In this connection, it is worth pointing out 
that the model assumed in most textbooks on sampling (except for the 
chapter on non-sampling errors) is 
= 0 
V(ej^lj) = 0 
CovCe^^, j') = 0 
Another model that we will consider is given by 
'jc = * *jt (1.4.3.) 
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E(ej^lj) = 0 
V(ej^lj) = dj 
p. 
for j jt j', and both j, j* in the sample. This model will be called the 
intrasample correlation model. 
We will discuss in this thesis the effect of measurement errors on 
the bias, variance and estimators of the variance of different estimators. 
In Chapters 3 and 4, we consider the usual estimators in equal and un­
equal probability sampling, and the ratio estimator under simple random 
sampling without replacement and the Midzuno's scheme. In Chapter 5, 
we consider two-stage sampling and stratified sampling. Finally, 
in Chapter 6 we compare the performance of different estimators in an 
empirical study. 
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2. REVIEW OF LITEBATUBE 
It is well-known that there may be errors in the data collected when 
a sample survey or a census is taken. For example. Rice (1929) gave 
details of a social study of 2,000 men. In this study, twelve in­
vestigators interviewed homeless applicants to determine the cause of 
their sad plight. The results obtained by two investigators, A and B, 
are given below. 
Table 2.1. Percentage distribution of applicants by cause of destitution 
Investigator Major cause given as Minor cause given as 
Liquor Industrial Liquor Industrial 
A 62 7 16 22 
B 22 39 15 34 
It appears from this table that while investigator A found liquor 
as the cause of destitution in a high proportion of cases, investigator 
B saw industrial causes as the explanation of their sad plight. After 
the tabulation, inquiry showed that A was an ardent believer in pro­
hibition while B was regarded by his associates as a socialist. This 
shows that the bias in the mind of the interviewer was communicated 
by some process of suggestion to the mind of the interviewed and was 
then reproduced while questioning by the former. 
Similar situations in other fields have been reported in the 
12 
literature. Wood (1939) presented data showing discrepancies between 
duplicate reports of the occupations of 4,500 workers. One report 
came from the worker himself or frcm some member of the household and 
the other from the worker's employer. About a quarter of the reports 
were found to be in disagreement when the occupations were classfied 
into nine major groups. 
An extensive study carried out by Palmer (1943) showed large 
variations in response on items such as age, education and employment 
status. 
Gray (1955) carried out a study in England in which a séimple of 
433 employees in a government office was administered a questionnaire. 
Information was obtained about the annual leave and sick leave taken 
by them during the last five months. The number of days of leave taken 
and the month in which it was taken, were to be stated from memory. 
Comparison with office records of leave on a case-by-case basis indicated 
large differences in the two sets of reports. Of the 205 who had 
taken no sick leave, 192 gave the correct answer, while of the 228 who 
had taken some,only 74 gave completely correct answers. 
Belloc (1954) compared data on hospitalization as reported in house­
hold interviews with the hospital records of the individuals. It was 
found that the days of hospitalization per person per annum, the 
average length of stay, and the percent of cases with surgery as ob­
tained from hospital records were all slightly higher than those ob­
tained from the household survey. 
Raj (1972) reported an agricultural study carried out in Greece. 
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A cadastral survey of five communes was undertaken. In this survey, 
all land was measured and the name of the holder was recorded. This 
information was matched with the data collected in the census by 
interview. The important findings were: 
1. In the five communes investigated, 9 percent of the resident 
farmers did not report their land at all, 22 percent of the 
parcels were not declared, and 7 percent of the agricultural 
area was not reported, 
2. As for all land in the five communes, 10 percent of the 
agricultural area and 23 percent of the parcels were not 
reported. 
The results of such studies of errors of measurement carried.out 
by workers in the field prompted a number of writers to warn others of 
the pitfalls in data collection. Kendall (1942) pointed out that 
respondent bias and questionnaire construction are the outstanding 
problems toward which statistical research must be directed, Deming 
(1944) listed several sources of error in surveys and called for more 
research in the area of non-sampling errors. 
One of the earliest attempts in designing a sample suirvey in which 
there was some assurance that the response errors were under control 
(and therefore the errors did not vitiate the results obtained from 
the survey), came from Mahalanobis (1946), In his work at the Indian 
Statistical Institute, Mahalanobis developed the method of interpene­
trating subsamples and used it regularly in the surveys conducted by 
the Institute. In this method, the total sample of n units is divided 
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at random into m groups, and the groups are allocated at random to 
the m investigators. Hence, there is a group of n = n/m units to be 
enumerated by each investigator. When the data on a characteristic y 
have been collected, the sample means y^, y^* .y^ are calculated. 
If these means agree, apart from sampling errors, the survey is 
considered to be under statistical control. In such a case, an 
estimator of the population mean is given by 
_ 1 ^ _ 
the variance of the estimator being 
V(y) = ^  • V(y^) 
and an unbiased estimator of the variance being 
A _ 1 ™ _ _ 2 
^(3") = ^ ïôi;=ï) f ^i - y) 
It is obvious that if an investigator has not understood the 
instructions properly, this will show up in his work in that the sample 
mean y^ produced by him will differ from the others. But if all in­
vestigators have made a systematic error in the same direction, it 
will not be detected by this method. Sukhatme and Seth (1952) crit-
ized this method on the grounds that only very large non-sampling 
errors can be detected through this method, and that too much travel 
is involved on the part of enumerators, thus making this method expensive. 
Sukhatme and Seth (1952) also suggested methods of measuring the com­
ponents of non-sampling errors based on a statistical model believed 
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by them to be general enough to cover the conditions commonly encountered 
in agricultural and socio-economic surveys. In their initial model, 
they assume that m enumerators participate in the survey and the 
enumerator makes n^^ observations on the i^^ unit. Denoting the 
observation by y. , they formulated 
IJK 
^ijk = + Gj + * «ijk 
where 
X = true value of the i^^ unit 
i 
ttj = bias of the enumerator 
= interaction of the enumerator with the i^^ unit 
= random deviation 
ijk 
Later, Sukhatme and Seth (1952) developed the simpler model 
^ij = =i + + =ij 
where 
= 0, V(e^j) = and Cov(e^j, ®ij«^ ~ 0 for j ^  j'. 
Sukhatme further assumed that m enumerators have been selected at 
random from a hypothetical population of M enumerators and that each 
enumerator has been assigned to a group of n = n/m units selected at 
random from the n units. It was shown that the sample mean does not 
provide an unbiased estimate of (the true population mean), unless 
the individual biases of the enumerators average to zero over the pop­
ulation of M enumerators. Also, the variance becomes inflated by the 
16 
variability of the biases ((X., ) of the enumerators. Hence» there is 
J s 
a need to design the survey such that a is about zero and the variability 
of the biases is as small as possible. 
Probably the most significant advancement in response error research 
was made at the U.S. Bureau of the Census by Hansen, Hurwitz, Marks 
and Mauldin (1951). They proposed a very general model for the study 
of response errors. Three criteria were proposed by them for the 
definition of the true value of an individual; 
1. The true value must be uniquely defined. 
2. The true value must be defined in such a manner that the 
purposes of the survey are met. 
3. Where it is possible to do so consistently with the first two 
criteria, the true value should be defined in terms of 
operations which can be actually carried through (even 
though it might be difficult or expensive to perform the 
operations). 
The general model proposed by them assumes: 
a. a population of N individuals and a population of M inter­
viewers, both of which, for convenience, are assumed to be 
large; 
b. a true value associated with each individual; 
c. a set of essential survey conditions which determine for a 
particular individual and interviewer the expected value of 
the random variable; 
d. zero correlation between the random components of responses 
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for two different individuals with two different interviewers; 
e. the order of interviewing respondents by an interviewer either 
randomly determined or not affecting the responses. 
Hansen, Hurwitz and Bershad (1960) and Hansen, Hurwitz and Pritzker 
(1964) made a detailed examination of the mean square error of a survey 
estimate when response errors are present, A summary of the results 
obtained by them follows. 
Suppose the population contains N units and it is desired to 
estimate the proportion 
- 1 " 
where Uj takes the value 1 if the unit is a member of a particular 
class, and the value zero if it is not. An observation on the unit 
in the sample (selected by simple random sampling with replacement) is 
denoted by and takes the value 1 if, at the t^^ trial, the unit 
is assigned to the particular class under consideration, and takes the 
value 0 otherwise. An estimate of U from the survey is 
Let E(x. |j) = P.. Then e. = x. - P. is called a response deviation, 
Jt J jt Ju J 
1 ^  
Let E(P.) = RJJ E P. = P. Then A. = P. - P is called a sampling deviation, 
J " j J J J 
A 1 n 
Writing P = — S P., the variance of p is given by 
n j J t 
V(p^.) = EC(P^ - I) + (P - P)]2 
= E(P^ - + E(P - P)^ + 2E[(p^ - hô - P)] 
18 
= -^[1 + (n-Dpl + E(P - P)^ + 2E[(p^ - P)(P - P)] 
2 
where ^ is the variance of the individual response deviations averaged 
over all possible trials, and p is the intraclass correlation among the 
response deviations in a survey or trial. 
The first term on the right hand side of the last expression is 
called the response variance, the second term, the sampling variance 
and the third, the covariance of response and sampling deviations. The 
2 
quantity tf^/n is known as the simple response variance while the term 
n-1 2 
—^ ^ is the correlated component of the total response variance. 
_ 2 
By adding the term (P - U)~ to the variance of p^, we obtain the mean 
square error of p^. 
It has been found that if there are important contributions to 
response variance, they are likely to arise from the factors involving 
correlated response deviations. For example, an interviewer's mis­
understanding of instructions or a tendency to use his own personal 
whims may cause his results to differ from those of other interviewers. 
In such a case, his results would be a source of correlated response 
deviations. An important problem is to isolate the simple response 
variance from the total response variance. In case the response de­
viations are not correlated, the simple response variance of p^ is 
N P (1 - P ) 
—  S  — ^ ^  .  I n  t h i s  c a s e ,  t h e  s i m p l e  r e s p o n s e  v a r i a n c e  h a s  a n  
upper limit, namely P(1 - P)/n. Since a large value of the simple 
response variance should indicate greater inconsistency of classifi-
19 
cation (unreliability of the measurement process), the quantity 
T = ^ 
d P(1 - P) 
is defined as an index of inconsistency. It is also noted that the 
^ N (P - P)^ 
sampling variance in this case is — S —^ (Raj, 1968, p. 181). 
Also, the sum of the sampling varieince and response variance is the 
same as the upper limit of the response variance. 
In the literature, considerable attention has been devoted to the 
estimation of the simple response variance (for calculating the index 
of inconsistency) and the correlated response variance (for assessing 
the effects of interviewers etc.). Basically, the two components of 
response variance are estimated by the method of replication and the 
method of interpénétration. The method of replication consists of re­
peated observation of some units in a sequence of trials. 
Fellegi (1964, 1974) has made good use of the methods of replication 
and interpénétration to obtain estimates of response variance components. 
A scheme utilizing both the methods follows. Suppose a simple random 
sample of nk units is selected from a population and the sample is 
partitioned into k subsamples of n units each. Let the subsamples be 
denoted by S^, S^, ... S^. We form a Latin square of the letters 
S^, S^, ... S^, randomize it, and take the first two rows. One inter­
viewer is assigned at random to each column. The first assignment of 
each interviewer constitutes the original survey and the second assign­
ment the repeat survey. This design was used by Fellegi (1964) in 
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connection with the 1961 Population Census of Canada. He found that the 
uncorrelated response variance dominated the total response variance 
in case of characteristics such as age, sex and marital status. For 
sensitive items such as ethnic origin and mother tongue, the correlated 
response variance dominated the total response variance. Similar re­
sults were obtained by Pritzker and Hansen (1962) in connection with 
the 1960 Population Census of che United States. 
Kish (1962) describes two studies on blue collar industrial workers 
in which the sample respondents were randomized among the interviewers 
and were asked many questions involving factual and attitudinal items 
about their jobs and related matters. He found an intraclass correlation 
of 0 to 0.07 in the first study and of 0 to 0.05 in the second study. 
In the area of health surveys, Koons (1973) made estimates of 
non-sampling errors based on the reinterview program. Special studies 
were designed for the estimation of the interviewer contribution to 
non-sampling variance. 
On the methodological side. Raj (1970) used the double sampling 
technique by which the response bias is reduced and the response 
variance can be estimated from the sample. In the method of double 
sampling, a simple random sample of n* units is selected and information 
collected on the variate y. Let be the response obtained from the 
j''" unit, the true value being y^. A subsample of n units is selected 
at random without replacement and true values of y are obtained by 
examining the records (say, of establishments regarding the number of 
persons on the payroll). The population mean is estimated by 
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A 1 ^ 1 n 1 n' 
W = à Ç fj - n Ç Z X 
Iftider the model 
' "3 ^  Gjc" " 'j 
VCSj^lj) = ajj . CovCe^^, Gj.^lj, j") = 0 
it was found that 
A 
E(u) = U 
MSECÎ) = (i - i)S^ 4. (1 - i.)[sj 
where 
2 1 ^ — 2 
i = f - j  -
A 
An unbiased estimator of MSE(a) is given by 
(i. - &) ^:î + (n - i') - ? - (*jt " 
Chakrabarty (1977) determined the response bias of the ratio 
estimator in census, when both y and x are measured with error. 
Let 
= * ' it 
' h * "it 
where y^^, x^^ are the values of the characteristics y and x for the i^^ 
unit in the t^^ repetition; Y^, denote the tirue values, and e^^, u^^ 
the errors in reporting in the t^^ repetition. Assume 
22 
EfSic'fi) = "li ' 
Define 
?! 
where 
N — 
fR = =r ' XR 
1 N _ , N _ N 
? rit' =K = «" : Kit' = *" z *1' 
1 1 1  
Also, define 
,.-1Z - .,-1 ! - .,-1 » 
\ ° ® ? =it' "t = K - Z "it. Ui = N - Z Wli' 
1 1
N 
p.2 = N  ^s |J,2j» = v(e^ )/|j,^ , and = VCu^ )/}^ .^ 
Let P be the correlation coefficient between e^ and u^. The relative 
bias of as an estimator of is given by 
M-] P-2 2 ^2 " 
B = IT - + =5 (1 + c ) - 4ir a + p c c ) 
Y X X YX 
For an excellent bibliography on non-sampling errors in sample 
surveys, the reader is referred to Dalenius (1977a, 1977b, 1977c). 
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3. EFFECTS OF MEASUEEMENT ERROR IN EQUAL AND 
UNEQUAL PROBABILITY SAMPLING 
3.1. Introduction 
Consider a finite population U containing N distinct units 
(3.1.1.) 
For example, U may be a population of households in a geographic region, 
or a population of fields in a commune, or a population of industrial 
establishments in an area. Each unit of the population possesses a 
real-valued characteristic y such as the number of persons in the 
household, or the area under a crop in the field, or the sales of an 
establishment. Let 
be the vector of the y-values of the units in the population. The 
basic problem is to estimate some parameter (a function of the vector 
Y) by taking a probability sample from the population U. Although any 
function could be considered for estimation, interest in sample surveys 
has generally centered on the following parameters 
I = CY^» • • • » (3.1.2.) 
N 
Y = S Y. population total 
i 1 
i 
population mean 
N N 
R = S Y^/2 = Y/X population ratio 
i i 
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where x is another real-valued characteristic defined over the pop­
ulation U. 
guite often it is found that auxiliary information on scxae 
characteristic which provides the X-values is available for the dif­
ferent units in the population. For example, we may know the number of 
persons in each block frcai a previous census of the population, or the 
area of each field in the commune from a previous census. In such a 
case, it becomes important for the investigator to make use of this 
auxiliary information to improve the precision of the estimate of the 
parameter. A number of procedures are available for using the auxiliary 
information on the characteristic x. For example, the units in the 
population may be allocated to strata on the basis of x, or the sample 
is selected with probability proportional to size (pps sampling), or 
X is used in ratio estimation or regression estimation. In this chapter, 
we will consider pps sampling as well as equal probability sampling. 
A complication that arises in actual survey sampling work is the 
presence of measurement errors. Usually, we do not obtain the true 
y-values of the units selected in the sample, but observe the true values 
together with measurement errors. Measurement errors may occur due to 
interviewer's biases, defects in measuring instruments, coding and 
editing, and other sources. Various models for errors of measurement 
have been considered in the literature. Some of those have been stated 
in the introduction of the thesis. We shall consider the model given 
by equations (1.4.1.), i.e.. 
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yjt = Yj. + Sjt 
= Yj + Py 
E(e^^lj) = 0 
VCej^lj) = d j 
CovCSj^, j') = prfjtfj, for j f j' (3.1.3.) 
The quantity Yj is the true value of the unit and the bias as­
sociated with the unit. The errors in measuring two units Uj and 
Uj, have correlation p. We shall call this model the simple correlation 
model. The effect of measurement errors under the simple correlation 
model will be discussed in this chapter. 
Section 3.2 considers the usual estimator in probability propor­
tional to size with replacement (ppswr) sampling. The bias and mean 
square error (MSB) of the estimator are derived under the simple cor­
relation model. Also, the effect of measurement error on the variance 
estimator is studied. Section 3.3 discusses unequal probability sampling 
without replacement. In particular, the Horvitz-Thompson (1952) esti­
mator is studied in detail. Finally, in Section 3.4, we examine the 
simple mean under simple random sampling both with and without re­
placement. This may be viewed as a particular case of unequal prob­
ability sampling. The results for the no-measurement error case are 
obtained as a special case. 
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3,2. Unequal Probability Sampling with Replacement 
Under the Simple Correlation Model 
Consider the situation in which the values 
; ^ 2 » • • • » Xjj (3.2.1.) 
of the x-characteristic of the units U^, U^, ..., U^ are known at the 
time of designing the survey, A sample of n units is selected according 
to probability proportional to size (pps) x with replacement, and ob­
servations are made on the y-characteristic of the selected units. We 
denote the sampling scheme by ppswr. The probability of selecting the 
The subscript t is dropped when we are concerned with a single survey. 
We prove the following: 
Theorem 3,2,1, 
Under ppswr and the simple correlation model (3,1,3,), the bias 
of the estimator 
unit at each trial is P. = X./Z X., Let the sample be 
J J j J 
(3,2.2.) 
(3.2.3.) 
for estimating the population mean Yj^ is given by 
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B(Y^) = (3.2.4.) 
and the variance of is given by 
N Y* _ - N ^ 
J J nN J J 
^(ni^l) 2 ^ 2 ^(n^l) ^  g d\d., (3.2.5.) 
nlT j nN jfj' ^ ^ 
Proof 
Let tj be the number of times the unit appears in the sample. 
Then the vector (t^, t^, ..., t^) follows a multinomial distribution. 
Thus, E(t.) = nP., V(t.) = nP.(l - P.), and Cov(t., t.,) =-n P.P.,. 
J J A J J J Jj JJ 
The expectation of is 
- 1 " 1 
- ^ 1 EN ^  ^ 2 
J J J J 
n , n N Y' 
J J J k k 
k 
where E2 denotes the expectation over repeated measurements when the 
selected sample is held fixed, and E., the expectation over all possible 
samples. Note that E = E^Eg. Hence, the bias of Y^ is 
= I'M 
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To obtain the variance, we have 
A 
«V = * WV 
where denotes the variance over repeated measurements when the se­
lected sample is held fixed and denotes the variance over all pos­
sible samples. Now 
J J 
N t^ N t.t., 
= -j-j ~2 vpCyi) ^ "pV~ CovgCyz, y-,)] 
n^r j Pj ^ ^ jfj' J J' ^ J 
N t^ . N t.t 
where Cov^Cyj, yj,) denotes the covariance between and y^, (both 
and Uj, in the sample) over repeated measurements when the selected 
sample is held fixed. Thus 
A N [nP (1-P ) + n^P^} , 
=xV3<V = B ^ 4 
p: 
J 
N n(n-l)P.P., 
'"A-] 
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Also 
Hence 
nN j j N j ^ nlT j^j' ^ ^ 
J^lû ^  (n=l) Z (^ + i2l|l p Z d d , 
nN j j nN j nN j^j' ^ ^ 
- 1 " 1 " 
^2^^N^ "^^^2 P. "^^77 
J J J J 
- 1 N _ 
\W '  n ^ ^j^d: - ^ 'N' 
VCY^) = V^E^CY^) * E^V^CY^) 
1 N Y'. _ - T N 
=  ï ï 5 Vn p t - ^ N )  
+ laill 2 p 2 d.d., /7 
nN j nN'^ j^j' ^ ^ 
Remark 1. The first term on the right hand side of (3.2,5.) is the 
sampling variance. The sum of the second and third terms is called the 
simple response variance, and the fourth term is called the correlated 
response variance. The sum of the second, third and fourth terms is 
consequently called "response variance." 
Remark 2. In case measurement errors are absent, we find from 
(3.2.5.) by putting lij = 0, d^ = 0, j = 1, 2, ..., N, that 
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N Y, _ 2 
which coincides with the expression given in textbooks (e.g.. Raj, 1968; 
Sukhatme and Sukhatme, 1970; Cochran, 1977). 
We shall now study the effect of measurement errors on the variance 
A 
estimator v(Y^) given as 
j . (3.2.6.) 
We have 
Thus 
Now 
2 
-= 2-n y. A 
n(i-l) „2^2 " ] j N ?. 
2 
2. n y. A 
n(i-l) ? »2^2 " ^ j N P. 
2 
n y, _ 2 
n(n-l) ^ 
2 2 
n y. n y. 
" j «fpZ ° j 
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Hence 
^ 2 2 2 
= n E -Y- (Y', + tfp 
j N pj ^ ^ 
® = "1 * - "(V] 
N Y'^ _ y N ± 
_2 N C^ N 
V(Y-) +—2 ^ "P^ 2^^ d.d , (3.2.7.) 
^ N^ j J N^ jfj' ^ ^ 
by using (3.2.5.). This shows that the customary variance estimator is 
biased if there are errors in the data. The bias of the estimator 
A 
vCY^) is 
1 Y' 1 " 
— Ej- - — P S 0' 
N j j rr jjtj. J J 
Hence, this estimator has a positive bias if 
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"il 
IT 
S 
j 
N 
(2 
j 
It will have a negative bias if 
N 
- Z of 
j ^ 
N 2 N 2 (X cs.r - z 
j ^ j J 
3.3. Unequal Probability Sampling Without Replacement 
Under the Simple Correlation Model 
We will now consider the situation in which a sample of n units ie 
selected without replacement according to an unequal probability sampling 
scheme. Let be the probability that the unit is selected in the 
sample. The probability is called the inclusion probability of unit 
i. Let TT. . be the probability that both U. and U. are in the sample, 
ij 1 J 
Various sampling schemes are available in the literature for achieving 
these probabilities. Define 
Uj = 1 if unit is in the sample 
= 0 otherwise. 
Then 
2 
E(Uj) = TTy E(u^Uj) = E(u.) = Tfj, 
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Cov(u^, Uj) = - TT^Tfj. 
Theorem 3.3,1. 
Consider the estimator 
N 
T = Ç "j "j ''jt 
where Wj's are constants. Under the simple correlation model given by 
(3.1.3.) we have 
N 
E(T) = S w. TT. Y'. (3.3.1.) 
j J J J 
and the variance of T is 
N 2 2 H 
V(T) = S w Tr.(l - ttJY' + 2 w w (tt - TT TT )Y'. Y* 
j J J J J jjfcj» J J J J J J J J 
N 2 o N 
+ 2 w. TT. CK + 2 W. W. TT... Ptf.tf., (3.3.2.) 
j J J J J J' JJ* J J' 
Proof 
We define E^, V^, and as in Theorem 3.2.1. Then 
ECT) = 2 Wj E(Ujyj^) = 2 Wj E^Cu^ E^Cyj^)} 
E ». E^ Cu. yp = 2 "j "j Ï5 
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The derivation of V(T) is given as follows: 
N 
E (T) = E w. u. Y'. 
^ j J J J 
" 2 2  " 
V^d) = 2 Uj V^Cy.^) w.. u. Uj. Cov^Cy.;. y^.^) 
where Cov_(y. , y.,) denotes the covariance between y. and y., over 
^ Jt J t jt J t 
repeated measurements when the selected sample is held fixed. Thus 
N 2 2 2 
V (T) = E w u + S W W u u pcï CÏ 
Jj J J 
Therefore 
W = 5 "j "j "j"j- "jj-
and 
N 2 2 
V-E-T = E w. V(u,)Y' . + E w.w., Cov(u., u.,)Y'. Y'., 
12 j J J J J J* J J* J J' 
= s „5 u.d - ^ ïj. 
Hence 
V(T) = V^E2T + E^y2T 
N 2 2 
= E W TT (1 - Tf )Y' + E W W (rr - tt. tt )Y'. Y' 
j J J J J J J J J J J J J 
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N 2 , N 
j " m 
Theorem 3.3.2. 
Under unequal probability sampling without replacement and the 
simple correlation model (3.1.3.), the bias of the Horvitz-Thcmpson 
estimator 
- 1 n ?! 
^HT " N ^  ^  (3.3.3.) 
J J 
for estimating is 
B(YJJJ,) = HJ, (3.3.4.) 
and its variance is 
^ - N l-TT. , T N  • r r . . , - T f . T T . ,  
, N N îT 
Proof 
Substituting Wj = (Ntr^) ^  in equations (3.3.1.) and (3.3.2.), we 
have 
E(Yht) " N j 
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A N (1-TT ) N 
TTjTfj, Ï5Ï5. 
75 
_J. 
N jfj' 
^jj' 
^j^j' ^Vj' 
/ /  
The results follow. 
Remark. If the individual variances dj are zero, we obtain the 
customary expression for the variance (due to Horvitz and Thompson, 
1952) applied to the values Y\. 
To study the effect of measurement errors on the variance estimator 
V (due to Horvitz and Thompson) given by 
2 n 1-Tf n TT - TT TT y y 
we have 
Also 
n 1-T f .  p  n  1-TT .  -  2  
E Z-J-J- y, = E. Z-j-l (Y-, + a ) 
J " ]  '  '  
N 1-Tf. - 2 
= Z ^ (¥• + d ) 
j J J 
n Tf - Tf Tf y y 
3j' J J' n _i; 
^ jfj' ^jj' 
n T f  . . .  -  T f  . T f  .  
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and hence 
Thus 
g 2 li liL 
"^jj' ""j ""j-
N TT.  . ,  -  TT. r r . ,  
= (Tj' 
P N l -T f .  2  N  Tr . . , -TT .TT . ,  
" «V = ^   "'j ^j. 
J J J#J' J J* 
N 1-Tr. _ N T r . . , - T T .Tr., 
2 - N _ N 
= N^V(Y_) - Z d, - p Z cJ.d (3.3.7.) 
HT . J  J  J  
If the measurement errors are positively correlated, the estimator v 
A Ml 
underestimates the true variance of Y . Even when the measurement 
errors are uncorrelated, the estimator v has a negative bias for 
A HT 
estimating V(Y^_). 
A 
• Another estimator of V(Y„„) is due to Yates and Grundy (1953) 
tli 
and is given by 
1 " - TT y y 
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It is easy to see that 
E(v^) = V(Y^) - i s ^ %. 
= «V 
Thus the two variance estimators have the same bias for estimating 
the variance. 
3.4. Simple Random Sampling Under the 
Simple Correlation Model 
When the units in the population do not vary considerably in size, 
the sample may be selected with equal probabilities. We shall derive 
results appropriate to this situation by making use of the results 
obtained in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. In the case of sampling with re­
placement, we shall substitute = N ^ in the formulas (3.2.3.) -
(3.2.5.). Thus the bias of the estimator 
ï ^ = i Ê y .  ( 3 . 4 . 1 . )  
for estimating the population mean is 
A 
and the variance of Y„ is 
N 
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J nN 
+ p 2 d d (3.4.3.) 
nN jfj' 
The expected value of the variance estimator 
" = -jfe) ? ».4.4.) 
is obtained as 
' 1 1 E(v) = V(Y_) + ^  S CÏ. - p E Cj.a., 
j J tf jfj' ^ J 
(3.4.5.) 
When sampling is carried out without replacement with equal prob­
abilities, we substitute 
n 
N 
TT. = — , TT jj' 
_ n(n-l) 
N(N-l) 
^ _ N-n j* _ N(n-l) 
Tfj n ' nVMj, n(N-i) 
in the formulas (3.3.3.) - (3.3.5.). We have then 
= i Z (3.4.6.) 
B(V = H (3.4.7.) 
40 
= 7  ^ j - J., 
T T , N _ n 1 N p 
^ Mh jy "fi- "•"•«•' 
The expected value of the variance estimator 
-•T —1  ^ — 2 
V = (Nn) (N-n)(n-l) S(y. - y ) = v 
Hi j J n 
becomes 
1 p 
E(v) = V(Y ) 2 ^  *^1 2 ^ 0^3., 
^ r j ^ r jfj' J J 
Some check on the results so far presented can be made by considering 
the situation in which 
E(ej^)j) = Hj = 0 
V(ej^|j) = = 0 
Cov(ej^, ej.^lj, j') = pdjdj, = 0 
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In this case, the true values of y are always observed. Sub­
stituting these values in the formulas (3,4.1.) - (3.4.8.), we obtain 
the following results: 
Sampling with replacement 
- 1 ^  
B(Y^) = 0 
-  1  ^  - 2  V = & Z (Y. - Y) 
E(v) = V(Yjj) 
Sampling without replacement 
— 1 
B(V = « 
"j -
A 
E(v) = V(Yjj) 
42—46 
These formulas are the same as those given in the textbooks (e.g.. 
Raj, 1968; Cochran, 1977) for the situation when the true values of 
y are observed. 
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4. RATIO ESTIMATION IN THE PRESENCE OF 
MEASUREMENT ERRORS 
4.1. Introduction 
When auxiliary information is available, it may be used to construct 
a ratio estimator which is widely used in practice. In the ratio method 
of estimation, observations are made on both the x and y characteristics 
of the units in the sample. The investigator is interested in estimating 
the population mean of y while x, which is correlated with y, is an 
auxiliary variable. We assume that y is measured with error and x is 
measured without error and exeimine the effects of measurement error in 
ratio estimation. In practice (the value of x-characteristic of U^) 
is usually the value of (the true value of the y-characteristic of 
U^) at some previous time. Consequently, it is reasonable to assume 
that the x-characteristic has been thoroughly checked and is measured 
without error. The ratio estimator of the population mean is 
n 
We consider two sampling schemes: (1) simple random sampling, and (2) 
Midzuno unequal probability sampling. Two models for measurement error 
are considered in this chapter. The first model, called the simple 
correlation model, is given by 
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fjc = + *jt 
Tj = 
E(ej^) = 0 
CovCCj^, ej,^|j, j') = dj for j = j' 
= p cfjdj, for j f j' (4.1.2.) 
where y.. is the observed value of the y-characteristic of U. in the t^^ 
Jt J 
survey (or trial), Yj the true value of the y-characteristic of U^, and 
(ij the bias associated with observing the y-characteristic of Uj. The 
second model, called the intrasample correlation model, is given by 
^jt = Yj + "jt 
Tj = Tj + 
E(ej^lj) = 0 
V(ej^|j) = dj 
E(ej^ Sj.t) =p^ E(ej^^) for j ^ j' (4.1.3.) 
and both j and j' in the sample. 
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2 
Let Tj = dj. We define 
— -1 — -1 ^ y  =  n  Z  y .  X = n S X .  
j : j ^ 
— -1 ^ — -1 ^ d = n Z d. 
j ^ 
- -1 ^ 
Tw = M z ?j 
_1 N 
X„ = N S X. 
N . J 
- -1 " 
t-N = M Z ?j 
-1 N 
= » : dj 
2 -1 ^ _ 2 
= (N-1) 1 Z (Xj - 2 -1 ^  2 Stf = z Wj - V 
7 , N . 
= (N-1) Z (Tj - Tjj) 
,-l N 
SxY = (N-1) Z (Xj - X ^ ) ( Y .  -  Yjj) 
,-l 
N 
SXT = (*-1) : (Xj - - f») 
,-l 
N 
*%, = (N-1) Z (Xj - XN)(fj -
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^XY " ^XY^'^N^] '  N
a = (Nn)"^ (N-n) 
The terns Y;, Y^, YJ^, sj , S^., 
^a' ^XY'*S' Cy,' c^' 
^XY'' ^Xd defined similarly 
A 
Let = (Y^, srswor) and = (Y^, Ms) where srswor and Ms denote 
simple random sampling without replacement and Midzuno's scheme of 
sampling respectively. 
The bias and mean square error of the ratio estimator is derived 
under simple random sampling without replacement and each of the two 
measurement error models (4.1,2.) and (4.1,3,) in Section 4.2. In 
Section 4,3, we derive the bias and mean square error of the ratio 
estimator under Midzuno's scheme of sampling and each of the two mea­
surement error models, A comparison of the two strategies, S^ and S^, 
under each of the two measurement error models is made in Section 4,4, 
The case, when both y and x are measured with error, is very 
complicated though the derivation is similar. We shall not present 
that case in this thesis, 
4,2, Ratio Estimation Under Equal Probability Sampling 
Suppose a simple random sample of size n is taken, and both y and 
X are measured. We have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.2,1, 
Under simple random sampling without replacement and the simple 
51 
correlation model (4.1,2,), the bias of the ratio estimator 
(4.2.1.) 
n 
for estimating is given by 
A 
r^2 B(YG) = HJJ + AY^ [C^ - C^Y,] (4.2.2.) 
and its mean square error (MSB) is 
-  - 2  2  2  
MSE(Y^) i aY^ [Cy, + - 20^^,] 
+ 2'CXT ^ ^4] 
+ P(rfjj)^ [1 - 4aC^ + 3aC^ + acj] 
+ 4 + 2AN^ Y^ [C^ - C^,] (4.2.3.) 
Proof 
Let E.,, v., and be defined as in the proof of Theorem 3.2.1., 
i.e.. Eg* Vg are the expectation and variance over repeated measure­
ments given the sample, and E^, are the expectation and variance 
over all possible samples. From equation (10.1), we have on substituting 
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0. = Y! and 6. = X. for every 1 = 1, 2, N, that 
11 11 
— y _ 
«V = • V 
n 
Thus 
= "S, "(f) 
^n 
n 
Y« 
& hf' 
n 
- — r r^l J. Cl -
N 
= Y^ [1 - aC^, + acj] 
B(Yj^) ~ (ijj + aY^ [Cjj - C^y,] 
For the variance, we have 
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VCY^) = V^E^Cïj,) + E^V^CYg) 
where V^E2(Y^) is the sampling variance and is the response 
variance. Now 
= h<Y ' V 
n n 
Using the staindard formula for the variance of the ratio estimate, 
correct to the first approximation (Cochran, 1977; Sukhatme aind Sukhatme, 
1970), we have 
n 
- aY^ [Cy, * 
For the response variance, we have 
A A A 
- %) 
n n 
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n ^ 
—2 
= EiEjC^ • ^  (Z ^jt 
X^ n - n 
= E [^2 "2 CZ d + Z p d.d.,]] 
1 %r CL j j jfj' ^ ^ 
Now 
n  ^ O XI 1* * II » II  ^
tz of + Z pd d ,] = -^ + -^ £(2 a )2 - Z dt] 
n j : jfj' ^ ^ * iT j : j : 
= IT + - S ?n 
T ^ ^ 
= ^ (1 -p) +p w ) 
n n 
Thus 
.-: .2 
Using the formulas (10.2.) and (10.4.), we have 
3 = â * ^ 4] 
N \ 
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and 
(tf 2 2 
El [l - 4aC^^ + 3aC^ + aC^] 
n ^ 
X, 
Thus, the response variance is 
+  « / H i  -  3ac J  +  ac j ]  
Now 
A 
B(Yj^) [Cjj - C^y,] 
Hence, to the first order of approximation, we have 
[B(YJ^)] - ~ ^ XY'^ 
Therefore 
A A A A 
MSE(Y^) = V^E^CY^) + + [B(Y^)f 
- aY^ [Cy, Cjj. - 2C^y,] 
^ 5 - 2^<=xr ^4] 
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* ^*^X " SiY*^ -
A 
Remark 1. The mean square error of Y^ can be written as 
MSEâj,) & C4. + 4 - 2C^.] 
T„ 2 
+ ir[^ - ^ aC^T + 
- PClT (1 - 2*c%r + 3*:%) 
- CI - 4aC^ + 3aC^ + acj)] 
+ iljj Ciljj + 2aY^  (C^  - C^ .)] (4.2.4.) 
The first term on the right hand side of (4.2.4.) is the sampling 
variance, the second term the "simple response variance," the third 
term the "correlated response variance," and the last term the square 
of the bias of the estimator. 
Remark 2. Let = cf for all j =1, ..., N, then 
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—  - 1 ^ 2  ?  —  - 1  ^  
Tjj = N S tfj = cT, dQ = N ^ Z dj = tf,:.C^ = 0, 
Cxr = ^Xtf = °' 
Thus 
MSECYJ,) ^ [C|. + 4 - 2C^J 
+ (^£> «2 [1 + 3ac^] 
+ pcï^.Cl + 3aC^] 
+ + 2ail^^ [C^ - C^y,] (4.2.5.) 
Now we consider the intrasample correlation model (4,1.3.). Under 
simple random sampling without replacement, we have 
E(ejt^) =ECE(ej/|j)] 
= E T. = S N r. 
^ j ^ 
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Theorem 4.2.2. 
Under simple random sampling without replacement and the intra-
sample correlation model (4.1.3.), the bias of the estimator 
- ^n - (4.2.6.) 
n 
is given by 
«V = [4 - CxY'] (4-2-?-) 
and its mean square error is given by 
«SE(Yjj) ^ [4. - cl - 20%,.] 
+IT [1  -
+ Zaa^Ya, [C; - C^y,] (4.2.8.) 
Proof 
The expression for the bias is obtained as in Theorem 4,2.1., 
and the result is the same. 
To determine the mean square error, we first find the variance. 
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We have 
'<V = \W * hW 
The sampling variance, V^EgCY^), is the same as in Theorem 4.2.1, 
have 
A 
For the response variance, we have 
A A A 
E^V^CY^) = E^E^CY^ - E,Y^)^ 
n n 
\ 
n n 
^n" J 
7 m -
n 
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Now 
n , 
= -3 Cl - 2a<^. + 3aC^3 
< 
by equation (10.2.). Also, on expanding. X~^ in Taylor series around 
Xjj, we have 
' 7 jj. 
*N 
.... ]] 
h 
For large n, ey,^ (X^ - X^)^] will be negligible, and so will 
be the higher order tenns. Also, E[ej^ ®j*t^^n ~ ~ 
— —2 ^ 
-
- —2 pw Tjj 
n 
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— —2 
W V — 
Thus 
V2»R) - T Cl - 2^<icT ^ ^  P w ^i 
Hence 
A 
V(V ^  C4-  ^  i - ZCxT.] 
+ IT [1 - ZaCxT + 3ac%] + p. ^1 
We have, as obtained in Theorem 4.2.1., 
[BCY^jf = Ïn ^  2=% 4 - CxY'] 
Therefore 
A A A 
MSE(Y^) = V(Y^) + [B(Yg)] 
- aY^ CCY, + 
f Cl - 2ac^  ^ 4- 3ac  ^
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4.3. Ratio Estimation IMder Midzuno's 
Scheme of Sampling 
In Midzuno's scheme of sampling, the first unit is selected with 
probability proportional to x, and the remaining (n-1) units are se­
lected according to simple random sampling without replacement. Let 
X^, Xg, ...» be the values of the x-characteristic of the units 
selected in the sample . s. Then the probability of selecting the sample 
s is 
s; e. 
The following lemma is useful in determining expectations under 
Midzuno's scheme of sampling. 
Lemma 4.3.1. 
Under Midzuno's sampling scheme 
ECf (V y c«v y} 
where Eg^ denotes the expectation under simple random sampling without 
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replacement, and f(X , Y ) is any function of X and Y . 
n n n n 
Proof 
_ _ _ 
1 f(X . Y„) nX 
n N n-1 
-1 1 - -, 
(n) ® 
= C BSRS V n 
We now prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.3.1. 
IMder Midzuno's sampling scheme and the simple correlation model 
(4.1.2.), the bias of the estimator 
YR = ^  (4.3.1.) 
n 
is given by 
B(YJ^) = HJJ (4.3.2.) 
and its variance is given by 
^.2 r-2 . J. 
V(Yr) - aY^ [Cy, ' ^^XY'^ 
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+ [l - 2aC^^ + 2aC^ + aC^ ] (4.3.3.) 
The mean square error of the estimator is 
- - -7 
MSE(Y^) = V(Y^) + (ij (4.3.4.) 
where V(Y^) is given by (4.3.3.). 
Proof 
Let E^, Eg, and be defined as in the proof of Theorem 4.2.1., 
then 
«V = «1^ • V 
n 
n 
= E(^) 
n 
N 
= YN 
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on using Lemma 4.3.1. Thus 
For the variance, we have 
A 
«V = \W * hW 
Now 
• V 
n 
Singh (1975) observed that the variance of the ratio estimator under 
Midzuno's sampling scheme is the same as that under simple random 
sampling without replacement if terms up to 0(n are considered. 
Hence 
A 
For the response variance, we have 
A A A 
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° 7 " ,1. "it 
n j jjtj-
—2 
XT n - n 
= E {S TF. + S p (^.C^.,)] 
•*• Y n 4 J iii» J J x; n j -' j«' 
n n 
as obtained in the proof of Theorem 4.2.1. Using Lemma 4.3.1. and 
equation (10.1.), we have 
n N n 
- gCl - •" *4] 
Also, using Lemma 4.3.1. and equation (10.3.), we have 
^2 y SRS — 
n ^ ri 
Thus 
A 
(a_)^ , , 
^ Cl - 2.0^ • ac^ + »C^] 
V2<V " ^  - =<=xr 4: 
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(O^ 
•2  ^ XTF X TF-
Hence 
% 
«V - [4- + 4 - ^CXY.] 
t P W^)2 Cl - 2a(^ f aC^ + aC^] 
The result: (4.3,4.) is obtained frcan the definition of mean square 
error. 
A  
Remark 1. The variance of the estimate can be written as 
ny ^ c4. 4. - 2C„J 
- Cl - ac^^ + ac^] 
+ pWjj)^ [l - 2ac^^ + aC^ + aC^] (4.3. 
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The first term on the right hand side of (4.3.5.) represents the 
sampling variance, the second term the simple response variance, and 
the sum of the third and fourth terms the correlated response variance. 
Remark 2. 
Let d. = d for all j =1, 2, ..., N, then T^ = N^2 f 
J j 
rfjj = N Z dj = d, = 0, = 0, = 0. Thus 
^ -=.2 r-_2 . _2 
V(Yj^) - aYJj [Cy, + - 2C^y,] 
+ pd^[l + ac^] 
rf2 O 
+ ^  (1 + acpci + (n-l)p] (4.3.6.) 
Theorem 4.3.2. 
Under Midzuno's sampling scheme and the intrasample correlation 
model (4.1.3.), the bias of the ratio estimator 
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A  y  
« - n . « 
is given by 
-JS, C4.3.7.) 
n 
B(Y^) = (4.3.8.) 
and its variance is given by 
VCYg) - aY^ [Cy, •*" ~ 
(4-3-9-) 
The mean square error of the estimator (4.3.7.) is 
A  A  
MSE(Yg) = V(Yjj) + jlj (4.3.10.) 
where V(Y„) is given by (4.3.9.). 
K 
Proof 
The expression for the bias is obtained as in Theorem 4.3.1. For 
the variance, we note that 
«V = \W * hW 
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A  
The sampling variance, V^E2(Yg), is obtained exactly as in Theorem 
4.3.1., and we obtain 
C4. + cl - 2C^^.] 
For the response variance, we have 
" ^ 42 
n X„ jfj' 
as obtained in the proof of Theorem 4.2.2. Using Lemma 4.3.1. and 
equation (10.1.), we have 
n \ 
-1 Also, on using Lemma 4.3.1. and Taylor's expansion of , we have 
y ^SRS Gjt ®j-t 
N 
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a-SlV 
=s. 
4 
For large n, ®jt ®jtt ~ will be negligible, and so will 
be the higher order terms. Also, ^sRS^^jt ®j't ^^n ~ ~ ^ence. 
^ *j't ^ ®SRS -jt -j-t 
~ ^  n(n-l) Tjj 
Thus 
Hence 
V = Ï + 4]+^ P. 
«V = '4' [C|. 4 - ^':xy.] 
T 
+ 
a- [: -  ^ P„-N 
Thus, the mean square error is given by 
A  A  
MSECY^) = V(Y^) + jlj 
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where V(Y^) is given by (4.3.9.). jj 
4.4. Comparison of the Two Strategies 
A  A  
Let S, = (Y_, srswor), and S_ = (y_, Ms) where srswor and Ms denote 
IK Z K 
simple random sampling without replacement and Midzuno's scheme re­
spectively. Singh (1975) noted that in the absence of measurement errors, 
the two strategies are equally efficient if only tems up to 0(n ^ ) are 
considered. We consider the case when there are measurement errors in 
observing the y-characteristic. 
Theorem 4.4.1. 
Under the simple correlation model (4.1.2.), the difference in the 
biases of the two strategies and is 
B(S^) - BCSg) = aY^ [C^ - C^,] (4.4.1.) 
and the difference in the mean square errors is 
MSECSj) - MSECSj) = L2CI -
+ 2aa^YJ Zcl - (4.6.2.) 
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Proof 
The expression (4.4.1.) for the difference in the biases is 
obtained immediately by subtracting equation (4.3.2.) from equation 
(4.2.2.). The result (4.4.2.) is obtained by subtracting equation 
(4.3.4.) from (4.2.3.) after the expression (4.3.3.) has been sub-
stituted for V(Yg^  in equation (4.3.4.). JJ 
Remark 1. We note that the expressions (4.4.1.) and (4.4.2.) both 
reduce to zero when all Xs are equal, i.e., = X^ V j =1, ..., N. 
This was expected since in this case Midzuno's scheme is the same as 
simple random sampling without replacement. 
Remark 2. In case measurement errors are absent, i.e., p = 0, = 0, 
(jj=0¥j=l, ..., N, then from equation (4.4.1.) we have 
B(Sj) - B(Sp = aY^  - V 
This was anticipated as, in this case, strategy is unbiased, and the 
bias of the strategy is given by 
B(S^) = AYJJ [C^ - C^Y] 
(see, e.g., Sukhatme and Sukhatme, 1970). We also note that the dif­
ference in mean square errors is zero. This was expected as the mean 
square errors of the two strategies are the same if only teims up to 
0(n ^ ) are considered. 
Remark 3. In case P = 0, i.e., the correlation between errors on 
two different units is zero, then we have 
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B(S^) - BCSg) = aY^ [C^ - C^,] (4.4.3.) 
and 
MSECS^) - MSECSj) = I Z20l -
+ [cj - C^ J (4.4.4.) 
2 
Further, if also tf.=0 Vj=l, ..., N, i.e., there is only measurement 
J 
bias, then 
MSE(S^) - MSE(S2) = 2aJIjjY^ [C^ - C^,] (4.4.5.) 
Theorem 4.4.2. 
Under the intrasample correlation model (4.1.3.) the difference in 
the biases of the two strategies and is 
B(S^) - BKSg) = aY^ [cj " ^XY'^ (4.4.6.) 
and the difference in the mean square error is 
7„ 2 
MSE(S^) - MSE(S2) = [ZaC^ - aC^^] 
" ^XY'] (4.4.7.) 
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Proof 
The expression (4.4.6.) for the difference in the biases is obtained 
immediately by subtracting equation (4.3.8.) from equation (4.2.7.). 
The result (4.4.7.) is obtained by subtracting equation (4.3.10.) fixan 
equation (4.2.8.) after the expression (4.3.9.) has been substituted 
A 
for V(Y^) in equation (4.3.10.). JJ 
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5. EXTENSIONS TO TWO-STAGE AND STRATIFIED SAMPLING 
5.1. Introduction 
In most surveys, considerations of cost often dictate the use of 
multi-stage sampling. The primary sampling units (psu's) may vary 
considerably in size. We shall discuss the case when the psu's are 
selected with unequal probability and measurement errors are present. 
Consider a population which is divided into N primary sampling 
units (psu's), the i psu having second stage unit (ssu's), A 
sample of n psu's is selected. From the i^^ selected psu, a sample of 
m^ ssu's is chosen and the procedure repeated for the selected psu's. 
Consider the model 
^ij ~ ^ ij ®ij 
^ij ~ * f^ij (5.1.1.) 
where y^^ is the observed value of the (i, j)^^ unit (i denotes the Psu 
and j the ssu)j the true value of the (i, j)^^ unit and e^^ 
the bias and error, respectively, associated with the (i, j)^^ unit. 
For the given sample assume 
E(e^jli, j) = 0 
V(e^j|i, j) = df 
Cov(e^j, e^j,|i, j, j') = j ^  j' 
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Define 
COVCEIJ, eL,J,|i, i*, j, j") = 0 i (5.1.2.) 
M. M. 
\ = y a = 
N 
V = S V. 
i ^ 
Vi = 
Mi 
<. = ("i - 5 ('ij - Vi)' 
Y = 2 2 Y. . 
i j 
N '^i 
p. = 2 2 [J, . 
i j 
V = Y + n 
m. 
À = ^ ^ij 
Y! = (m,)"^ 2 Y_ 
A.  ^ J J.J 
— —» 
Note that denotes the average over all ssu's in the i psu and YÎ 
denotes the average over the sampled ssu's in the i^^ psu. 
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5.2. Unequal Probability Sampling with Replacement 
Consider the following sampling scheme. A sample of n psu's is 
selected with replacement, with as the probability of selecting the 
i^^ psu at any trial. From the i^^ selected psu, a simple random sample 
of ssu's is chosen. Information on the y-characteristic of the 
selected ssu's is obtained by an interviewer allocated at random to 
that psu. This procedure is repeated for the selected psu's. 
For estimating the population total Y consider the estimator 
A 1 a M y 
Y  =  Ç  ( s - z - i - )  
1 1J 1 
Let E^» denote the expectation and variance over repeated measurements 
when the sample is held fixed. Then 
n M. ™i Y!. 
11 
^3® = ; C ÏT : m. 
1 1 J 1 
and 
^ nP^ ^i 
V-(Y) - ~2^ ~2~2^ V(y . |i, j) 
n^ i P: m j 
1 4 1 
+ "2 ^  ~2 ~2 ^ Cov(y -, y. .,|i, j, j') 
/ i pf ml jjfcj' 
_ n M, T 2 y 
- —J Z —J —J {m.o + m. (in. - l)p (j } 
n i P m: ^ ^ ^ 
1 1 
2 n 1 
= -^ E • — [l + (m - Dp] 
n^ i fC i '• 
1 
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Let Eg, Vg represent the expectation and variance over all selections 
of m^» ...I second stage units from the psu's which are kept 
fixed; E^, the expectation and variance over all possible samples 
of n psu's from the N in the population. Then 
A 1 ^  
? r 1 1 
1 1 
_2 
A 1 n M. . _ 
n 1 1 1 1 
.  . K M : ,  ,  ,  
I l l  1  1  
A ^2 n M? 
E_V.(Y) = ^  s —^ [1 + cm - dp] 
^ ^  n'' i m.P^ ^ 
1 1 
A rf2 N 
E^EgVgCY) - — S [1 + (m. - Dp] 
1 11 
A N 
EiEgEsCY) = SV^=V=Y + H 
Thus, the estimator in (5,2,1.) is subject to a bias of |I, and its variance 
is 
V(Y) = V^E^E^CY) + E^VgEgCY) + E^E^V^CY) 
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1 N V 2 
1 1 
n? ÏT (ET - 5:^ Sy 
1 1 i 1 1 
J N 
* T ? ZT + ("i - »"] (5.2.2.) 
1 11 
The first term in this expression is the between-psu sampling variance, 
the second, the within-psu sampling variance, and the third, the 
response variance. Because of the presence of response errors, the 
variance increases by the quantity represented by the last term. 
As an estimator of the variance, consider 
'••Sèôf (5-2-3-) 
Now 2 
i 1 ^ ^ ^i 
^ «2 m. 
M T  " 1 9  9  
= E,E, 2 -4 ^  C(S Y! Y + m.tf (1 + m, - 1 p)] 
^ i Pf mT j ^ 
- n E (^) 
n M? _ 
' h i  
n M? 2 
+ E Z —K • [l + (m. - Dp] 
i Z: i 
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Hence 
- n V(Y) - n[E(Y)]^  
N 2 
1 1  1 1 1  
N M 
+ n S • — [l + (m. - Dp] 
i 1 ^ 
A 2 
- n V(Y) - nv 
N vf ^ N -
= n S — - n V + n S ^ ^ . 
1 1  1 1 1  1 1  
oN A 
+ nrf S [L + (m. - DP] - n V(Y) 
i 11 ^ 
2 A A 
= n V(Y) - n V(Y) 
= n(n-l) V(Y) 
E(v) = V(Y) 
which shows that the variance estimator is unbiased for the two-stage 
design considered here. 
5.3. Iftiequal Probability Sampling without Replacement 
Let us now consider a sampling scheme which is different from the 
scheme described in the previous section only in that the psu* s are 
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selected without replacement. For estimating the population total Y 
consider the estimator 
A " \ 1 "i 
Y  =  :  z  ( 5 . 3 - 1 - )  
1 1 1 J 
where TT^ is the inclusion probability for the i^^ unit. We have 
n M 1 
«« = V2 ^ ÏT  ^''•ij 
1 1 1 J 
n M. _ 
n V. 
— E 2 = V 
1  . T f .  
1 1 
A 
Thus, the bias in Y is V - Y = |j,. To obtain the variance, we have 
n M n V 
V3«' = ^  r \ ^ IT 
11 11 
A N 1 Tf^ 2 
W3«=^ -IT- .1. 
1 1 IFJ 
N TT. . - TT.Tf. 
A n M. 1 , y 
= H t - ir> ®v. 
1 TT^ 1 1 1 
A  ^  M . 1 1 7  
SiY2S3(?) = z (E: - M:) s*. 
I l l  1 1  
2 
A n M 
VgCY) = E -"2 ~2 
i TT. m. 
1 1 
+ m^(m^ - l)p 
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A a wf 2 
E2V3(Y) = s -I _ [1 + (m. - DP] 
1 1 
A N N? j 
EjE2Ï3(ï)=E^-Clt(mi-l)p] 
1 T 1 
Hence 
. N 1 - TT- - N TT. . - Tf.TT. 
VCY)=CE^v v^vj] 
1 1 IFJ 1 J 
I l l  1 1  
N M? ^ 
+ Z — [l + (m^ - l)p] (5,3.2.) 
i i i 
The first term in the expression (5.3.2.) is the between-psu sampling 
variance, the second term, the within-psu sampling variance, and the 
last term, the response variance. 
The expression of between-psu sampling variance in (5.3.2.) can 
N N 
be written in an alternative form using S TT. = n and S n.. = 
i ^ k(fi) 
(n-l)Tr^ (e.g. Raj, 1968, p. 54) as 
1 N V V 2 
è  4  
Also, an unbiased estimator of 
Mi 
<. = 5 - Vi)'. 
when measurement errors are absent is 
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m. 
V = ("i - 1)"^  ? 
1 J 
So, for an estimate of V(Y) consider 
1 ' i k ik 
V = T Z 
A A 
V .  V ,  
•  1  k .  
T f .  ~  T f  '  
1  k  ^ iA ^ik 
n M? _ 
+ % (E: - M?) Sy. (5.3.3.) 
1 1 1  1 1  
A — 
where = M^y^. To find the expectation of v we have 
A A A A A A 
V .  V ,  ,  V .  V ,  V .  V .  ,  
¥5^ - = VIT -
1 k 1 k 1 k 
and 
A A A A A A 
v. V V V V V 
- f) = Vse - #) + V3<7r -
1 k 1 k 1 k 
A A 
V .  V ,  
+ [2223(^7 - ^ 7)]^ (5.3.4.) 
i k 
In order to evaluate each term of (5.3.4.), we have the following 
results. 
m. 
E^C?. ) = E3 m.-l S y. . 
m. 
-1 ^ — 
= m. E Yî . = Y! 
1 j iJ 1 
m. 
j 
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= [Z + S 
j jfj' 
.2 
= — []l + (m^ - l)p] 
EzEgCy^) = EzCYT) = 
= ?2 ?i = - h <. 
i l l  
The first term of (5.3,4,) is obtained as follows 
A A A A A A 
V: V V V V V 
-r) = ^ 3(—) + - 2 CoVgC— - —) 
X iv X K X K 
A A 
where Cov^Cv^» is the covariance under repeated measurements holding 
the selected sample fixed. 
Now 
A _ 
Vi My 
Ve> = 
X X 
M? _ 
^i 
= —2 — Cl + (m. - Dp] 
Iff ®i ^ 
and 
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Therefore 
V .  V  2 
- ^ r) = -& E: 
1 k Tf^  1 
+ -^  — [l + (m^  - Dp] 
Since this is a constant with respect to Eg* we have 
A A A A 
= '3(5;; -
Next, we consider the second and third terms of (5.3.4.). We have 
3\ V "i \ 
A A 2 
V .  V .  M 7  T  1 9  
A A M. 
V .  V ,  M.YÎ M.Y' 
"n "k 
Thus, equation (5.3.4.) becomes 
A A 
II 
m. 
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+ — — [l + Cnij^  - P] 
Now, let us consider the second term of (5.3.3.). We have 
m. 
®2®3 4. ° z (^ij -
1 J 
= -1)"^ ^ij^ - "^i 
The expectation of the component terms is obtained as 
E3 z\/ = S'CYÎ / 4. cT] à . XJ j xj 
m. 
1 2 2 
= Z YÎ . + m.tf 
j " 
m. M 
2 \ J-„. 2 . 2 
Sifs z fij = M: z ?ij + 
EaEjCyJ) = Ej [V;(y^) + ££3(75^)}^] 
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Hence 
EjVjCyi) 4- VjEjCy. ) + [EjEjCy. 
 ^[H- (n. - Dp] + (i - i) sj + 
1  1 1 1  
m. m. 
®2^3 j (^ij " ~ ^ 2^3 [j ^ij -
"i "i 2 2 -2 
= M:? ''ij +^^1 - *1 *1 
1 J 
[1 + (m - DP] - *1 tg: -
1 1 1  
r ("i - :) <. * «"i - " 
1 1 
(m. - D p - m. (i - sj 
1 1 1  
= (m. - D + (m. - 1) 
1  V .  1  
1 
(M  ^ - 1) P 
= (m^ - 1) [S^ T (1 -p)j 
Thus 
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n M? , 
^2^3 ^  ^  - ÏT^ 
1 X 1  1  
n 
= f - ÛT) [Sy_ + / (1 -p)] 
Hence, the expectation of the second term of (5.3.3.) is 
2 
 ^  ^^  4. = % *i - E:)  ^- p)] (5.3.5.) 
1 i i i ^i i 
Also, the expectation of the first term of (5.3.3.) can be written as 
El Î 'A -
i^ k "^ ik "^ i '"k 
= i " \k) [1 + (""i " 
IFk TT^ 1 
^ ffZ 
+ "2 — Cl + (i\ - 1) P} 
' 4 -
Using 
N V7 S V7 N N V? S 
1% ° \ - i 7 kw) 
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we have 
and 
N V? N V? 
= Z —— (n - Tf. ) - S —? (n-l)Tf. 
i\  ^ 1 Tf:  ^
X 
N V? 
= = (1 - "l) ^7 
1 N V V 2 
& 4 ^ 
N 1 - Tf. - N V.V 
1 1 
N 1 — Tf. 2 ^ ''^ik " 
= 2 vT + S 1 _ _ V.V, 
1 1 ^ iA 1 k 
1 .5. (% - ^ ik) [-i^T 
l^K TT^ X 
^ rf2 
+ —  ^ — £1 + - DP} 
s 1 - It. NT 2 
= Ç -ÏT--^  - -ÊT^ - [1 + (*1 -
11 1 
N 1 -
"i 
*1 (5: - 5^ ) 
1 1 V. 1 
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Hence, the expectation of the first term of (5.3.3.) becomes 
A A 
E 1 2 (2i _ 
i^ k "^ ik \ \ 
N 1 - TT. M? 2 
11 1 
N 1 -
+ S 
IT. 
1 \ 
tr -îT) m. 
N 1 -
+ E 
1 \ 1 
N 
S 
kî^ i 
^k - W 
Vk ^i^k 
(5.3.6.) 
Substituting (5.3.6.) and (5.3.7.) in the expression (5.3.3.) for E(v), 
we finally obtain 
N 1 — TT. 2 ^ ^Ik ~ 
N M? N 
+ s*. - -ir) 
I l l  1  1 1  1 1 1  
N M? .2 N 2 
+ 2 TT — {L + (M. - DP} - 2 {l + (m. - l)p} 
. TT • 221 • i • m • X 
1 1 1  1 1  
+ Sr- IT") Sr O-A 
1  1 1 1 1  1 1  
N 1 - TT 2 ^ "^ik " ^i'^k 
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N M? . . -
N M? 2 
^ TT^ m~ i \ ®i "• 
N 2 
- S [1 + (M^ - l)p} (5.3.7.) 
i 
A 
Thus, the estimator v is biased for estimating V(Y), emd the bias 
is given by the last term of (5.3.7,), Since an interviewer obtains 
information from the units within a psu, P is usually positive. Then 
the variance estimator is biased downward, i.e. it has a negative bias. 
In case ML = 1, the sampling scheme considered reduces to one-stage 
unequal probability sampling without replacement, and the bias in 
estimating the variance is zero, 
5.4, Stratified Sampling 
Let a population of N units be divided into L non-overlapping strata 
L 
(or subpopulations) of sizes N^, N^, such that Z = N. We 
h 
assume that an interviewer enumerates the units in a stratum alone, 
which is usually the case because of travel costs. So for an estimator 
n 
A 
where is an estimate of the population mean of the y-values of the 
units in the h^^ stratum and (h =1, 2, ..., L) are constants, we 
have 
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and 
= 5 "h (5.4.2.) 
n  
V(y^t) = f "h (5-4-3-) 
n 
Consider the model 
''hi ^hi. * ®hi 
^hi = + t'hi (5-4-4-) 
where is the observed value of the (h, i)^^ unit (h denotes the 
stratum and i the unit within the stratum); the true value of the 
(h, i)^^ unit; and the bias and error respectively associated 
with the (h, i)^^ unit. For samples of n^ and n^ units from the h^^ 
and strata respectively, we assume 
E(ehi|h, i) = 0 
VCShil = ^h 
CovCe^i, Ghjlh, i, j) = Ph i 5^ j 
CovCbj^^, Gjjlh, -2, i, j) = 0 h ^ (5.4.5.) 
A simple random sample of n^ units is selected without replacement 
from the h^^ stratum. Let 
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For the estimator 
- -i> 
 ^= "1. phi 
-
^h'% phi 
"h 
4 = ("h - ^ «M -
n 1 
L 
^st " = "h ^ h 
n 
we have 
^ "h ^ (^h' 
n 
using (5.4.3.). Under model (5.4.4.) along with the assumptions (5.4.5.), 
we have, on using (3.4.8.) that 
" ' ° h - k' 'k 
cf 
+ — [ 1 + (n^ - 1) (5.4.6.) 
n 
\ie now consider the problem of allocation of sample size to strata. 
The criterion of determining the vector (n^, n^, ..., n^) is either to 
minimize V(y^^) for a fixed cost or to minimize cost for a fixed variance. 
Let c^ be the cost of collecting information frcan a unit in stratum h, 
and CQ the overhead cost. Then the total cost of the survey is 
C — Cq + S c^ (5.4.7.) 
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Consider 
L "h L 2 2 
vc. = (V + z ^ "h) • (c - Co) 
n n n 
- D  5 c 4 j  •  à % % ]  
Using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we infer that V*C* attains its minimum 
value if and only if 
[W^ c4' + ^ h - Ph "h^ = constant 
n 
for all h. Hence 
"h (1 - Ph)]/Ch 
n 
Z [W. Asl, + of (1 - p. )}/cJ 
(5.4.8.) 
h h ' Th 
We now have the allocation of sample size to strata. Suppose 
the sample is chosen to minimize V(y^^) for specified cost, then on 
substituting the optimum values of n^ from (5.4.8.) in the cost function 
(5.4.7.), we have 
(C - <=„) E + 4 
n = = b h 
? "h A t4; + °h (1 -
If V is fixed, then n can be found by substituting the optimum values of 
n^ in the equation (5.4.6.). 
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If = c for h = 1, 2, L, then the cost is 
C = CQ + cn 
and optimum allocation for fixed cost reduces to optimum allocation for 
fixed n. Then 
(1 - V 
(1 - Ph) 
h 
This allocation will be called the modified Neyman allocation. The 
minimum value of VCy^^) when n is fixed is 
® (1 - 9%) 
n 
- Ï + Z "h «h 
5.5. Systematic Sampling 
Systematic sampling can be viewed as a particular case of cluster 
sampling. In systematic sampling, a cluster (or psu) of size n is 
selected from the k possible clusters (nk = N). It follows from 
Section 5.2 that for systematic sampling an estimator of the population 
total Y is 
A n 
Y = k E y. . 
j 
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where is the observed value of the y-characteristic of the unit 
in the i^^ cluster. IMder the model given by (5.1.1.) and (5.1.2.), 
A 
the bias of the estimator Y is 
A k n 
B(Y) = 2 Z |1. . = p. 
i j 
and its variance is 
where 
^ , k n 
V(Y) = i S (k S Y! . - Y') 
k i j 
+ Nk[l + (n-l)p] 
k n 
Y» = 2 S YÎ . 
i j 
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6. EMPIRICAL STUDY 
6.1. Comparison of ppswr Sampling with 
Simple Random Sampling 
Various statisticians, including Cochran (1977), have called for 
empirical work in the area of response errors. It is in this spirit 
that one population has been selected and the effect of measurement 
errors studied under the models considered in this thesis. 
The population considered is taken from Kish (1965, Appendix E). 
The population relates to the 270 blocks in Ward I of Fall River, 
Massachussets, and is taken from the column of Block Statistics of 
the 1950 U. S. Census. The total number of dwellings (X^) and the 
number of dwellings occupied by renters (Y^) known for each block. 
The purpose is to estimate, from the sample, the total number of rented 
dwellings, or the average number per block. We will assume that the 
number of dwellings occupied by renters in the i^^ block, i.e., 
Y^ as given in Kish (1965, Appendix E), is the true value of y. We 
note that the correlation between X and Y is 0.96, which is typical 
of the populations considered for the study of the ratio estimator 
(Royall and Cumberland, 1981), 
To study different strategies under measurement errors, response 
errors will be introduced in the data in the following directions: 
1, the bias associated with unit Uj, i.e. (ij, will be assumed 
to be at levels A^Y^ with A^ = + 0,05, + 0.01, 0.00; 
2, the within-trial variance will be taken as Ag with 
A^ = 0.00, 0.05, 0.10, 0.3, 1.0; 
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3. the correlation coefficient p will be taken as p = 0.00, 
0.01, 0.05. 
The Scimple sizes to be considered are 30, 45 and 60. 
The values of A^, and p are chosen in view of the studies 
undertaken by Gray (1955) and Kish (1962). 
Initially, a comparison will be made among the current estimators 
in the three situations - sampling with replacement with probability 
proportional to X (ppswr), simple random sampling with replacement 
(ssrwr), and simple random sampling without replacement (srswor). 
Later on, the method of ratio estimation and the Midzuno scheme will 
also be considered. 
Let 
A 
Si = (Y^, ppswr) 
$2 = (y^, srswr) 
= (y^, srswor) 
where 
- -1 " 
= (Nn) ^  2 (yj/Pj) 
— -1 " 
P = X /X 
2 2 On substituting = A^Y^ and = A^ for j =1, 2, ..., N, in 
equations (3.2.5.), (3.2.4.), (3.4.3.), (3.4.2.), (3.4.8.) and (3.4.7,), 
we have 
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(1  + A_)2 N 
MSECSi) = ^ 2 - Y^] 
N J J 
(A (sh N 
+ ^ J [x Z (rf-) + (n-l)N] 
nN j 
-  ^ ^ = 4 ^ ( 4  4  +  « Â ' '  
MSECSp = <1 + (m sj 4. (Aj 4) 
+ • P • (AJ 4) + %): 
MSE<S3) = ^ 'i>' lâr Sy + ; ' (A; 4> 
(a,4)»(A^Y/ 
In the absence of errors, the variances of the three strategies are 
as given in Table 6.1. 
Table 6.1. Sampling variance for different 
A2 = 0 and P = 0 
sample sizes. 
4 
= 0, 
Sample size pps srswr srswor 
30 0.829 14.269 12.730 
45 0.553 9.512 7.956 
60 0.415 7.134 5.569 
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We observe that the variance of is considerably smaller than the '' 
variance of and S^. This is to be expected, as the Y^'s are highly 
correlated with the X^'s. We also note that doubling the sample size 
halves the variance. Since the three strategies are unbiased, the 
mean square eirror (MSE) is the same as the variance. 
We now retain =  0 ,  p =0 but introduce bias in reporting of 
rented dwellings in the block. Table 6.2 presents the sampling variance 
and MSE of the three strategies. The response variance of the three 
strategies is zero. We observe that the sampling variance decreases 
when the bias is negative and increases when the bias is positive (as 
compared with the situation in which there is no bias). Since the 
sampling variance is low in the case of pps sampling, the percentage 
increase in MSE is much higher in this case, as compared with sampling 
with equal probabilities. We also observe that the MSE for the 
measurement error case may be smaller than the MSE for the no-measurement-
error case. This would happen when the measurement bias is large and 
negative and thus the decrease in sampling variance is enough to make 
the MSE for the measurement error case smaller than the MSE for the 
no-measurement-error case. 
Let us consider the case, when both and Ag are not zero. Table 
6.3 gives the sampling variance and MSE of the three strategies for 
different sample sizes, A^, A^ = 0.3 and p = 0. In this case the 
response variances of S^, S^ and S^ are 19.379, 4,758 and 4.296 
respectively. By examining Table 6.3, we find that strategy S^ is 
more efficient than S^ or S2. We also studied the case A2 = 0.05 and 
Table 6,2. Variance and MSE for different sample sizes* A,, A_ = 0 and 
P = 0 12 
ppswr 
Sample 
Size *1 -0.05 -0.01 +0.01 +0.05 
30 Sampling 
variance 
0.748 
(-9.77)* 
0;813 
(-1.93) 
0.846 
(2.05) 
0.914 
(10.25) 
MSE 1.461 0.841 0.875 1.627 
(76.24) (1.44) (5.54) (96.26) 
60 Sampling 
Variance 
0.374 
(-9.88) 
0.406 
(-2.17) 
0.423 
(1.93) 
0.457 
(10.12) 
MSE 1.087 0.435 0.452 1.170 
(161.93) (4.82) (8.92) (181.93) 
^The figures in parentheses denote the percentage increase over 
the case when measurement errors are absent. 
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srswr srswor 
-0.05 -0.01 +0.01 +0.05 -0.05 -0.01 +0.01 +0.05 
12.877 13.985 14.555 15.731 11.489 12.477 12.986 14.035 
(-9.76) (-1.99) (2.00) (10.25) (-9.75) (-1;99) (2.01) (10.25) 
13,590 14.013 14.584 16.444 12.201 12.506 13.015 14.748 
(-4.76) (-1.79) (2.21) (15.24) (-4.16) (-1.76) (2.23) (15.85) 
6.439 6.992 7.278 7.866 5.026 5.459 5.681 6.140 
(-9.74) (-1.99) (2.02) (10.26) (-9.75) (-1.98) (2.01) (10.25) 
7.151 7.021 7.306 8.578 5.739 5.487 5.710 6.853 
(0.24) (1.58) (2.41) (20.24) (3.05) (1.47) (2.53) (23.06) 
Table 6.3. Variance and MSE for different sample sizes, , A_ =0.3 and 
p= 0 
ppswr 
Sample 
Size -0.05 -0.01 +0.01 +0.05 
30 Sampling 
variance 
0.748 0.813 0.846 0.914 
MSE 20.840 20.220 20.253 21.006 
60 Sampling 
variance 
0.374 0.406 0.423 0.457 
MSE 17.352 16.700 16.717 17.435 
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srswr 
-0.05 -0.01 +0.01 +0.05 
12.877 13.985 14.555 15.731 
18.348 18.771 19.342 21.202 
srswor 
-0.05 -0.01 +0.01 +0.05 
11.489 12.477 12.986 14.035 
16.498 16.802 17.311 19.044 
6.439 6.992 7.278 7.866 
16,106 15.976 16.261 17.533 
5.026 5.459 5.681 6.140 
14.225 13.973 14,196 15.339 
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0.01. The tables, not shown here, indicate that with this small, the 
within-trial variance is not large enough to make the response variance 
of large. Hence, the behavior of MSB is similar to the case = 0, 
and pps sampling is better than equal probability sampling. 
We next consider the case when p is not zero. Table 6.4 gives the 
sampling variance and MSE of the three strategies for different sample 
sizes, A^, Ag = 0.3 and p=»= 0.01. The response variances of S^, and 
increase to 21.625, 6.004 and 5.542 respectively. After examining 
Table 6.4, we conclude that is more efficient than or S^, precisely 
what we inferred from Table 6.3. This is to be expected since the cor­
related response variance of the three strategies is the same. 
The results of our study indicate that if measurement errors are 
absent then is more efficient than Sg or S^. But, if measurement 
errors are present, then may be more efficient than or S^. Also, 
we observed that the larger the within trial variance, the better the 
strategies S2 and perform in relation to S^. 
6.2. Ratio Estimation 
We now consider the two strategies and S^, where denotes 
the ratio estimator with simple random sampling without replacement 
and Sg, the ratio estimator with Midzuno's scheme. It is well-known 
that is biased and is unbiased. Table 6.5 gives the bias of 
for the population given in Section 6.1. 
Table 6.4. Variance and MSE for different sample sizes, A_, A = 0,3 and 
p = 0.01 ^ ^ 
ppswr 
Sampling . 
Size 1 -0.05 -0.01 +0.01 +0.05 
30 Sampling 0.748 0.813 0.846 0.914 
variance 
MSE 22.086 21.466 21.499 22.252 
60 Sampling 0.374 0.406 0.423 0.457 
variance 
MSE 12.282 11.630 11.647 12.365 
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srswr srswor 
-0. 05 -0.01 +0.01 +0.05 -0.05 -0.01 +0.01 +0.05 
12.877 13.985 14.555 15.731 11.489 12.477 12.986 14.035 
19.594 20.017 20.588 22.448 17.744 18.048 18.577 20.290 
6.439 6.992 7.278 7.866 
11.037 10.906 11.191 12.463 
5.026 
9.155 
5.459 5.681 6.140 
8.903 9.126 10.269 
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Table 6,5. Bias of S, 
4 
n 30 45 60 
Bias -0.0975 -0.0609 -0.0426 
Singh (1975) stated that the two strategies are equally efficient 
if terms to 0(n are considered. We study the difference in mesm 
square errors of the two strategies when measuranent errors are present. 
Table 6,6, Difference in mean square errors of strategies S, and S_ 
for Ag = 0 and P = 0 
Sample Size 
n -0,05 -0.01 +0.01 +0,05 
30 0,1564 0.0326 -0.0332 -0.1728 
60 0,0684 0.0143 -0.0145 -0.0756 
The data used are the same as in the last section. Table 6.6 gives the 
difference in mean square errors of strategies and when only 
measurement bias is present. In this case, the response variance of the 
two strategies is zero, and the sampling variance is the same. Hence, 
the comparison is between the square of the biases. We conclude that 
for negative measurement bias, i.e, negative, is less efficient 
than Sg and, for positive measurement bias, is more efficient than 
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Table 6, 7. Difference in mean 
éind P = 0 
square errors of S, and S_ for A_ 
4 5 1 
= 0, A^ 
Sample Size 4 
n 0.05 0.1 0.3 1.0 
30 0.0420 0.0840 0.2519 0.8398 
60 0.0092 0.0184 0.0551 0.1837 
Table 6.7 provides the difference in mean square errors for dif­
ferent values of = 0 and P = 0. Fran this table, we conclude 
that is less efficient than as the difference is positive in each 
case. 
Table 6.8. Difference in MSEs. of strategies S^ and Sg for n = 30, p = 0 
Al 
*2 
0.00 0.05 0.10 0.30 1.00 
-0.05 0.1564 0.1983 0.2403 0.4083 0.S961 
-0.01 0.0326 0.0746 0.1166 0.2845 0.8724 
0.00 0.0000 0.0420 0.0840 0.2519 0.8398 
+0.01 -0.0332 0.0087 0.0507 0.2187 0.8065 
+0.05 -0.1728 -0.1308 -0.0888 0.0791 0.6670 
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Table 6.9. Difference in MSEs of strategies S, 
p = 0.01 
and Sg for n = 30, 
^2 
0.00 0.05 0.10 0.30 1.00 
-0.05 0.1564 0.2105 0.2647 0.4813 1.2397 
-0.01 0.0326 0.0868 0.1409 0.3576 1.1159 
-0.00 0.0000 0.0542 0.1083 0.3250 1.0833 
+0.01 -0.0332 0.0209 0.0751 0.2917 1.0501 
+0.05 -0.1728 -0.1186 -0.0645 0.1522 0.9105 
Table 6.10. Difference 
p = 0.05 
in MSEs of strategies S , and S_ for n 
4 5 
II 
Al 
0.00 0.05 0.10 0.30 1.00 
-0.05 0.1564 0.2592 0.3621 0.7736 2,2138 
-0.01 0.0326 0.1355 0.2383 0.6498 2.0900 
0.00 0.0000 0.1029 0.2057 0.6172 2.0575 
+0.01 -0.0332 0.0696 0.1725 0.5840 2.0242 
+0.05 -0.1728 -0.0699 0.0329 0.4444 1,8846 
Table 6,8 presents the difference in mean square errors for n = 30 
2 
and p = 0. We observe that as d (the within-trial variance) increases, 
the difference in MSB's becomes larger, which makes more efficient 
than S^. The results for n = 60 were similar, and hence not tabulated. 
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Tables 6.9 and 6.10 consider the case p^O. We observe that for 
low levels of (A^ = 0.00, 0.05 and 0.10), high positive measurement 
bias (A^ = 0.05), and low P( P = 0 and 0.01), is better than S^. 
But, as the within-trial variance increases, or p increases, performs 
better than S,. 
4 
The results for the intrasample correlation model were similar, 
and hence have not been presented. 
The results of our study indicate: 
(i) if measurement bias is negative, then is better than S^, 
i.e. when ratio estimator is used, Midzuno's scheme is 
better than simple random sampling without replacement; 
(ii) the larger the P , the better performs in comparison with 
and 
2 (iii) the larger the within-trial variance d , the better is 
in comparison with S^. 
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7. SUMMARY 
The effects of measurement error in survey sampling are investigated 
in this thesis. Two models, viz., the "simple correlation model" and 
the "intrasample correlation model" are considered. 
The usual unbiased estimators in equal and unequal probability 
sampling with replacement are studied under the simple correlation model. 
The Horvitz-Thompson estimator and the simple mean are also examined, 
under the simple correlation model. The unbiased estimators in the three 
sampling schemes, viz., probability proportional to size with replace­
ment, simple random sampling with replacement and simple random sampling 
without replacement are compared in an empirical study. It is found 
2 
that if the wil?ri£n-trial variance d is large, then simple random 
sampling can be more efficient than probability proportional to size 
with replacement sampling scheme. 
The ratio estimator is studied under the two sampling schemes, 
namely, simple random sampling without replacement (srswor) and Midzuno's 
scheme. The bias and MSE of the ratio estimator under these two schemes 
and the two measurement error models are derived and compared. Also, 
a comparison is made in an empirical study. It is found that Midzuno's 
scheme is more efficient than srswor if: (1) the measurement bias 
is negative, or (2) the within-trial variance is large, or (3) the 
correlation coefficient p is large. The scheme srswor is more efficient 
than Midzuno's scheme when measurement bias is positive and both p and 
are small. 
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The results are extended to two-stage sampling and stratified 
sampling. The optimum allocation of sample size to strata is obtained 
in the presence of measurement errors. However, its effect has not 
been studied thoroughly. Further investigation in this case is needed. 
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10. APPENDIX 
Let 0^, 02» ...» 0JJ and 5^, ...» be two sets of real 
numbers. Define 
— -1 ^ 0 = n ^  z e. 
n . 1 
1 
-1 6 = n ^ Z 6. 
n . 1 
1 
-1  ^
*N = » Z *1 
1 
-1 N 
ÔN = N ^ 2 Ô. 
i 
2 "1 ^  — 2 
S@ = (N - 1) Z (0^  - 0jj) 
= (N - 1)-1 S <6. - 6^)2 
=96 = C - J «I - %>«i - "!.> 
S = V®N 
^6 - Sô/^N 
Sô 
a = (Nn) ^  (N - n) 
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In this Appendix, we determine the expectation of some functions of 
0 and Ô under simple random sampling without replacement. The 
n n 
expressions are obtained by assuming that the relevant Taylor's 
expansions are valid, and that we can ignore terms of order higher 
than 0(n ^ ). 
Let 9 = + T, "6 = T, + €, then E(r) = £(€) = 0, V(r) = E(t^) = 
n n n N 
aSg, V(€) = aSg, E(et) = aS^^. 
I* & = ^  1 = ^  (1 + ^ )(1 + J-)"^  
^n + G ®N h 
-zr 0. + - ::r + &) 
®N 
®N ®N^N 
E(:f) = 2r[l - a + a Cg] (10.1.) 
I I .  ^ = ^ ( 1  + f ) ( i  
5» SN *N 9% 
= ^ (1 + ^ )C1 - 2 J- + 3 à 
®N 
- ^  [1 + f - 2 :r - 2 A- + 3 6 
®N ®N®N 
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e e 
•*. E(if) = J [1 - 2a C 06 3a C^] (10.2.) 
0^ 02 
III. ^ = 2^ (1 + ^ )2 (1 + 2^) € \-l 
n 
02 
N 
02 
N N 
i ^  (1 + 2 + ^ )(1 - 3- + lô) 
0N 4 4 
-2 
= ^ [1 + 2^-3^-2 + ^  + 
8^ 6^ VN 52 
.-. £(3^ ) & - 2a Cgg + a + aC^ ] 
n N 
(10.3.) 
q2 q2. 
IV. :4 = ^  (1 + (1 + ir-)"^  
®N 
% 
ê! 
r 
+ à ci - 2 ~ t 3 %) 
®N & 
r 
- 2 — - 4-Ê!L 
. 3 4  
V» I 
gZ Q2 
••• E(^ ) = =# [1 - 4a Cgs + 3a c| + ac|] (10.4.) 
